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Success 
Regenerate the secondary admin key, change the app to use the secondary admin key, and also 

regenerate the primary key.  

Add a new query key, change the app to use the new query key, and also cancel all the unused query 

keys. 

07. You use the Custom Vision service to make a classifier. After training is complete, you need 

to estimate the classifier. Which two criteria are available for review?  

 Choose two.)  

 a) recall  

 b) F- score  

 c) weighted delicacy  

 d) perfection  

 e) area under the wind( AUC)  

  08. Your company wants to reduce how long it takes for workers to log bills in expenditure 

reports. All the bills are in English.  
 You need to prize top- position information from the bills, similar as the seller and the sale total. The 

result must minimize development trouble.  

 Which Azure Cognitive Services service should you use?  
 a) Custom Vision  

 b) Personalizer  

 c) Form Recognizer  

 d) Computer Vision  

  09. You're erecting a bot on a original computer by using the Microsoft Bot Framework. The bot 

will use an being Language Understanding model.  
 You need to restate the Language Understanding model locally by using the Bot Framework CU. What 

should you do first?  

 a) From the Language Understanding gate, clone the model.  

 b) Import the model as an. lu train.  

 c) produce a new Speech service.  

 d) produce a new Language Understanding service.  



  10. Which of the below cognitive service is NOT a Language Cognitive Service offering from 

Azure?  

 a) Speech Service  

 b) Language Understanding  

 c) Immersive anthology  

 d) Text Analytics  

 Description  

 Preparing for AI- 102, designing and enforcing an Azure AI result instrument test? Don't know where to 

start? Exercise Tests will prepare you to take the test AI- 102( with links and explanation for each test 

ideal).  

 Hope this practice tests helps you prepare for the AI- 102 instrument test.  

 The Practice Test covers all test motifs  

 • Plan and manage an Azure Cognitive Services result( 15- 20)  

 • Implement Computer Vision results( 20- 25)  

 • apply natural language processing results( 20- 25)  

 • apply knowledge mining results( 15- 20)  

 • apply conversational AI results( 15- 20)  

Why is Microsoft Azure the stylish instrument?  

Then is why  

 According to reports, around 1,000 new guests subscribe up for Azure daily, meaning that each time 

more than 365,000 new companies borrow Azure.  

 Azure is the fastest growing enterprise pall platform powered by leading IT companies around the 

world.  

Further than 57 of Fortune 500 companies use Microsoft Azure.  

Thanks to Azure, Microsoft's marketable pall profit increased at an periodic run rate of$6.3 billion.  

 In the US, indeed the government and its mates use Microsoft Azure Government to transfigure their 

critical workloads into a secure and biddable pall terrain.  

 21 of repliers said they entered a job offer or creation by participating their Microsoft digital emblem 

with a unborn employer.  

 41 of repliers said they entered positive feedback from their professional network after participating 

digital colophons.  



 Disclaimer  
 Practice tests for scholars to test their chops. Microsoft, Azure, Windows and the Windows totem are 

registered trademarks of Microsoft Corporation.  

 I don't offer test dumps or questions for real examinations. We offer practical tutoring accoutrements 

for educational purposes. All instrument marks used in this educator's courses are the property of their 

separate trademark possessors. It doesn't enjoy or declare any power of any of the marks.  

 What's Microsoft AI- 102 test?  
 Designing and enforcing a Microsoft Azure AI result (beta) (AI- 102) test is designed for individualities 

having chops in structure, managing, and planting AI results that support Azure Cognitive Services, Azure 

Cognitive Hunt, and Microsoft Bot Framework. In this test, campaigners are responsible for sharing in all 

phases of AI results development whether for conditions description or in designing to development, 

deployment, conservation, performance tuning, and monitoring. AI-102 Exam Dumps Incipiently, 

campaigners in this will work with result engineers for rephrasing their vision and with data scientists, 

data masterminds, IoT specialists, and AI inventors for erecting complete end- to- end AI results. Passing 

the AI- 102 test will help individualities in getting Microsoft Certified Azure AI mastermind Associate.  

 What's the knowledge needed for the Microsoft AI- 102 test?  
 originally, the campaigners must have proficiency Inc.#, Python, or JavaScript and have the capability to 

use REST- grounded APIs and SDKs for erecting computer vision, natural language processing, 

knowledge mining, and conversational AI results on Azure.  

 Secondly, they must have familiarity with the Azure AI portfolio factors and the available data 

storehouse options.  

 Incipiently, they should understand and have the capability to apply responsible AI principles.  

 How numerous questions are there on AI- 102 test?  
 In Microsoft AI- 102 test there will be 40- 60 questions.  

 What's the course figure for AI- 102 test?  
 The motifs in Microsoft AI- 102 test are  

 • originally, plan and manage an Azure Cognitive Services result  

 • Secondly, apply Computer Vision results  

 • apply natural language processing results  

 • also, apply knowledge mining results  

 • Incipiently, apply conversational AI results  

Discount Offer 66-96% Waiting for You >>>> https://dumpsboss.com/microsoft-exam/ai-102/ 

 How much the AI- 102 test will bring?  
The Microsoft AI- 102 test will bring$ 165 USD with fresh levies.  

https://dumpsboss.com/microsoft-exam/ai-102/
https://dumpsboss.com/microsoft-exam/ai-102/


 What's the test register or cancellation policy?  
Still, also you're needed to do it at least 6 days prior to your appointment, If you want to cancel or 

register the test. In case you failed to do it 24 hours prior to the test also it may affect in loss of the 

entire figure.  

 In what language can we give the AI- 102 test?  
 This test is available in English language.  

 How to prepare for the Microsoft test?  
 To prepare for an test the stylish way is to exercise the chops for the test. Get hands- on experience 

with the AI generalities to successfully pass Microsoft AI- 102 instrument examinations. still, there are 

associated online courses, and educator- led courses are intended to train the chops demanded to be 

successful in the job part, a subset of which will be assessed on the test. To start preparing, review the “ 

Chops measured ” section of the test Details runner and estimate your chops against what's being 

assessed on the test. Exercise until you no longer witness those challenges. 
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